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PRODUCT SUMMARY
Problem
EcoPouch aims to solve an everyday problem while contributing to a healthier planet. Through
research, we found that current options for food transportation are either bulky, inconvenient (e.g.
glassware food containers) or harmful for health and the environment (e.g. disposable plastic
bags). While people care about the environment, they do not want to compromise their
convenience.

Final Product
EcoPouch is a 2-layer sandwich type bag/pouch designed for convenience yet is also
environmentally friendly. The outside bag is made of high-quality canvas fabric to be reusable. The
inside layer is made of decomposable parchment paper, making it safe for microwave and easy to
be disposed after use without harming the environment. Product features include:
●

Water resistant

●

Leak-free

●

Easy cleaning, machine washable

●

Microwave-safe

●

Available in snack and sandwich sizes

Each “starter kit” includes a pouch and a box of 10 parchment paper bags. Customers can buy
refills at a cheaper price if they want to continue using our parchment paper bags.

EcoPouch is designed with user convenience in mind. The product is lightweight, water resistant,
and leak-proof, so users can put it in their backpack or bag without worrying that it would make a
mess. Users can take the inside bag with food to the microwave, then throw away the bag with any
leftover in the compostable garbage bin. If the pouch gets dirty, users can wash it by hand or in the
washing machine.

The product is also designed for the environment. The pouch can be reused for a long period of
time. While having parchment paper bags is more convenient, users can also use the pouch by
itself and reduce waste from disposable bags. We take into consideration even small details. For
instance, the parchment paper bag is designed to be open so that for leftovers, users can throw
them away inside the bag and have it all be decomposed. Most materials used in the product and
packaging are environmentally friendly. This includes:
●

Pouch: Is made of 100% cotton canvas material, sewn together with cotton thread and
closed with upcycled velcro. Cotton canvas is not only a sustainable fabric, but is extremely
durable and is built to last. Since it it solely one material, it can easily be recycled at the end
of its lifetime.

●

Parchment paper box: The box that houses the parchment paper refills is made from
recycled tissue boxes. We chose to upcycle tissue boxes and give them a second life
before being sent to the recycling.

●

Parchment paper: Is sourced from IF YOU CARE, an American company who strives to
reduce waste in our environment. The parchment paper is 100% biodegradable,
unbleached, totally chlorine-free (TCF) and greaseproof. We chose parchment paper
because of its natural water repelling properties and because we were able to source a
biodegradable version.

●

Threads: Is gueterman 100% cotton thread.

●

Wrapping papers: Is brown paper made from recycled paper which can then be recycled
once more after use.

The User
EcoPouch is designed for people who are busy but also environmentally conscious and/or
concerned about plastic’s risks for human health. We started with three personas: business
professionals, students, and first-time mothers. We chose business professionals as the primary
user persona because of their degree of support for environment issues, lower price sensitivity,
and higher need for convenience.

Context of Use
EcoPouch is an alternative to disposable plastic sandwich bag.

When: Users can pack sandwiches and snacks for their lunch at work or school, or in other
occasions where they want to carry food with them, such as hiking or picnics. For these on-the-go
uses, it is inconvenient to carry heavy, bulky reusable containers. Disposable plastic sandwich
bags, such as Ziploc, provide the convenience of being small, light-weighted and disposing after
use without having to clean up. However, disposable plastic affects the environment and human
health. EcoPouch is an alternative to Ziploc bags in these situations.

It is worth noting that EcoPouch does not aim to replace Ziploc disposable bags completely.
Through research, we found that people use Ziploc bags for various reasons asides from keeping
their lunch (see What do people use Ziploc bags for). With our project scope, we only focus on
creating a reusable option for sandwich and snack uses.

Where: When users are on-the-go, often for work, school, or outdoor activities. As our chose
persona, the business professional, transit often, they don’t want anything bulky as it makes their
bags heavy and can lead to back/shoulder pain in the long run.

How: User places food into a pre-made parchment paper bag, then to the pouch and is folded
down. The food stays fresh inside the pouch until the user takes them out to eat. After finished,
users can throw away the parchment paper bag with any leftover in it to a composable garbage
bin, and keep the pouch to reuse. When the pouch gets dirty, users can wash it by hand or in a
washing machine.
Our promotion video summarizes the context of use for EcoPouch.
Link to video: https://www.facebook.com/SFUEcoContainer/videos/199273330646974/

PROCESS
Stage 1: Research the problem, market, and users
1. Team forming and decide on a problem
Our group was formed quickly after seeing all product pitches in the class. Three of our members
had product ideas that related to convenience in food transportation and the other simply had a
great interest in the idea. Moreover, we all shared a belief in the importance of reducing plastic. We
also believed that to change such a significant issue, we needed to start small from something
people use on a daily basis. We decided to focus on reducing plastics through eco-friendly
alternatives of food containers.

We also discussed our teamwork styles. Our strengths complemented each other:
●

Emma: marketing, presenting, craft (e.g. sewing)

●

Emily: researching, writing, detail-oriented

●

Majot: planning, organizing, creative ideas

●

Taylor: drawing, designing, writing

2. Primary research: User problem and opportunity
Current food containers are either heavy, bulky, which is not convenient for on-the-go use, or they
are made from plastics, which can be harmful for health. In our research, we found one user who
matched our persona complained that carrying heavy containers increased her back pain. Another
one mentioned that she always buys fast food for lunch because she does not want to carry
tupperware in her bag.

Health-conscious consumers know that plastic tupperware can bleach toxic chemical into food
when being used for a long time or when used in microwave or freezer. However, current
alternatives to plastic food containers are not convenient. This includes:
●

Glassware containers (heavy, bulky, use plastic lid)

●

Steel (easy to leak, does not safely close)

●

Cloth food sacks and zipper bags (easy to leak, need washing frequently )

●

Ceramic (easy to leak and break)

There are a few convenient alternatives, but they are not 100% food-safe. For instance, silicone
food bags have not been disproved for safety, but it is still questionable.

When asked about whether they support eco-friendly products, users said they would be
supportive if these products are good quality and not too expensive compared to alternatives. They
also mentioned that they supports local companies because she trusts these companies to be
more responsible with the community. She expressed a certain degree of considerations for the
environment in her daily life, such as in recycling; however, it is not a primary factor when she
chooses products.

We also found mothers tend to have more concern over associated health risks of plastic. A user
we interviewed mentioned that she made her children carry steel lunch boxes instead of plastic
bags. On the other hand, there are users who are not aware of health risks of plastic. An user we
interviewed did not know that microwave Ziploc bags can increase the chance chemicals leached
to food.

From user research, we found three potential user personas: students, business professionals, and
first-time mothers.

3. User personas
a) Students: their needs come from frequently transiting for school, work, and other outdoor
activities. Students are also money conscious and do not want to spend too much on dining out.

b) Business professionals: need to pack lunch every day for work but do not want to carry bulky
containers. Some are also environmentally and health conscious.

c) First-time mothers: for many women, carrying their first child make them start thinking about
food, nutrition, and other health related concerns. For women who work, they want a convenient
but health-safe food container.

d) Selection
We decided to choose Business Professional as the primary persona because they are most likely
to be environmentally conscious.

We did not choose Student because they are likely to have budget concerns, which could narrow
down our design directions. We also did not choose First-time Mother because she is more likely to
drive or to stay at home, which means glassware is a viable option for her. Both of these personas
are likely to have other priorities that are more important than being environmental friendly.

4. Scope
We started with a large scope, food transportation. Some of the questions that helped us think
about this topic were:
●

How do people currently transport food?

●

Why do people use what they use?

●

What do they bring for lunch?

●

Do we want a B2B or a B2C product?

To narrow down the scope, we defined what we want to consider:
●

Changing the way people transport food

●

Making a new container for food

●

Making reusable containers

●

Making one-time use, but biodegradable containers

And also, what we do not want to consider:
●

Creating a food delivery service

●

Using glass, plastic or chemical compounds

●

Developing a new way for people to commute

●

Changing the way people store food in their fridge

●

3D printing materials

Finally, we decided to focus on replacing plastic lunch bags, such as Ziploc bags. As we later
found through research, Ziploc bags have many functionalities. We focus on its function to carry
sandwiches and small snacks only.

5. Stakeholders
●

Customers- as they are the ones purchasing and using the product and so it must be safe
for them

●

Suppliers- as they are the ones providing us with supplies, their brand names are also
being represented by the product

●

Producers of plastic food containers-as they are the competitors we eventually want to get
rid of

●

Environment activists-as they would be the ones who at first truly encompass our product

●

City of Vancouver-as they could possible be the ones to start a city wide program
encompassing our product to see Vancouver as greener city

●

SFU-as we are representing them through the creation of our product

●

Our team- as we are putting in our own personal funds and hope to be able to at least
break even

6. Root cause research
#1: Plastics and its impact to personal health and the environment
In 2008, our global plastic consumption worldwide has been estimated at 260 million tons, and,
according to a 2012 report by Global Industry Analysts, plastic consumption is to reach 297.5
million tons by the end of 2015.

Plastic bags have a devastating effect on our environment. When we throw the plastics into
garbage bin they will finally end up in landfills or burned. If they are end up in landfills, it might take
500 years for plastic to decompose. If there is any food left in the plastic bags, it will leak out toxic
gas (methane) to our environment. On the other hand, if they are burned, it will emit out toxic
gases that harm the atmosphere and increase the level of VOCs in the air.

The majority of plastic bags ends up in the Atlantic ocean. These bags are dangerous for the
marine life because they will easily mistake the size, shape and texture of the plastic bag for a
meal. This will affect human as well, like the direct toxicity from plastics comes from lead, cadmium
and mercury. These toxins have been found in many fish in the ocean which is very dangerous for
human health. Also, the toxins in plastics are directly linked to cancers, birth defects and immune
system problems.

#2: How did plastics become so popular?
In a way, we have become addicted to plastics. Most of us use them on a daily basis.

In the 1960s, plastics were just becoming popular. Polyethylene, which today is one of the world's
most ubiquitous plastics, had been created in 1898, and then again in 1933. Plastic is versatile,
lightweight, flexible, moisture resistant, strong, and relatively inexpensive. In 1977, they cost
between 1 to 2 cents, while paper bags can run 4 to 5 cents. This unique combination of features
make plastic attractive for both consumers and manufacturers.

By the late 80s, environmental activists and scientists had started campaigning to reduce plastics
uses. Yet, there was not enough evidences of negative impact from plastic pollution at that time.
Furthermore, there were corporations sponsored research to downplay the seriousness of the
problem. Some of the arguments included highlighting the required amount of energy for other
materials, such as papers; comparing plastic problem with other environmental issues, such as
food waste; false estimation of how much plastics needed to harm marine and human health…

In 1997, a sailor was traversing the ocean between Hawaii and California when he came across
the now so-called Great Pacific Garbage Patch. This shocking discovery made many governments
aware of the damage that plastic was causing to the ecosystem, and since then, many plastic-bag
bans have been introduced to several countries. However, governments did not ban plastics
completely. They only banned certain chemicals to make plastics, which were easily replaced by
other, just as harmful, chemicals. There were also taxes imposed to discourage businesses from
using plastics. This also did not result in success as companies found more incentives to use
plastics than finding new materials. When being called out to take responsibilities for plastics,
companies argued that they only provide consumers with what they want, such as cheaper prices
or better packaging.

#3: What do people use Ziploc bags for?
-

Marinate meats easily: People can put their ingredients inside the ziploc bags and toss it in
the fridge overnight.

-

Make individual snack bags on the go

-

Piping Frosting: Fill bag with frosting, seal it, and cut off the tip of a corner to instantly
create a piping bag.

-

Cosmetic Storage: Line your makeup bag with a ziplock so your powders and eye
shadows don’t make a mess while in your purse.

-

Pack kids’ outfits: People can use ziploc bags to pack their kid’s outfits for vacation,
underwear, socks, etc.

-

Separating out liquid toiletries

-

Put lotion, toner these kind of products into ziploc bags

-

Ziploc pair of shoes: Before tossing them in the suitcase to prevent stinky shoes smell
transfer to clothes.

-

Small Toy Storage: Organizing any small toys like Legos or Polly Pockets and Matchbox
cars are a great way to use Ziploc bags.

-

Waterproof Electronics: Store your phone, camera, or tablet in a Ziploc while at the beach,
by the pool or on a boat.

-

Cooking Oil Disposal: Used cooking oil can’t go down your drain. Wait for it to cool, pour it
into a bag and seal. Then throw it in the garbage can.

-

Medications for Travel: If you need daily doses of medications, put the individual daily
doses into a snack size bag. Label them by name and day of use. Then seal those into a
quart-size Ziploc bag.

-

Car Care: use Ziploc bags to store your jumper cables neatly, they also make great
garbage bags for the kids’ wrappers after snacking.

-

Office/School Supplies: Use for thumb tacks, paper clips, erasers, pencil sharpeners, and
other objects.

7. Precedent research
●

Safe way to dispose plastic

Plastic is incapable of biodegrading and in fact lasts for decades, maybe even centuries. Currently,
there is still not any safe ways to dispose plastics. Plastic bags that claim to be biodegradable does
not work. Burning plastic is another way to dispose plastic, but this adds to global warming and
releases dioxins of the most carcinogens known into our atmosphere and damages the ozone
layer. One method used to offset this is using the energy from the burning to create electricity.
However, this still harm the environment.
●

Reuse and recycle

The other option is to recycle and reuse plastic bags. However, this method can be harmful as the
longer we use plastic, the more hazardous it gets. There were attempts to incentivize recycling
plastic, such as Coke gives customers 10 cents back for every bottle returned for recycle, as well
as penalize purchasing plastics (e.g. supermarkets charge for plastic bags). However, these were
not enough to change consumers’ behaviors.

Stage 2: Product Design
1. Design Objectives
Our ultimate goal is reducing plastic waste. If our product is successful, we hope to see people
stop using plastic snack bags and be more conscious about the environment.

2. Design Criteria
●

Portable, convenient for on-the-go uses
○

Lightweight

○

Good seal so that it doesn’t leak

●

Reusable and last for long

●

Easy to clean

●

100% safe for health

●

All materials used are environmental-friendly

3. Brainstorming
Each team member came up with 10 product ideas and 2 service ideas. Some of the lessons from
Tom Kelley and David Kelley’s “Creative Confidence” book and Nigel Cross’s “Design Thinking:
Understanding how designers think and work” became very useful for us at this stage.
●

None of us were confident in our creativity and we struggled at the beginning to feel
comfortable with sharing all ideas. Sometimes, we would started with an idea but quickly
reject it when feeling that it wasn’t a good idea without exploring further. The “Creative
Confidence” book taught us that “striving for perfection can get in the way during the early
stages of the creative process.” This helped us feel more comfortable and confident in
exploring ideas, even seemingly wrong ideas.

●

Nigel Cross’s book advise us to use “first principle thinking”, trying to deconstruct the
problem to its fundamental facts instead of using analogy. This helped us in reducing
assumptions and biased when design. For instance, initially, we rejected the idea of a
pouch because we thought there were already similar products on the market and they did
not gain enough popularity. However, with “first principle thinking”, we questioned this
assumption and found that there were problems with these products.

●

Both books emphasize the importance of framing the question. “Creative Confidence”
stated that “The first step toward a great answer is to reframe the question.” When
brainstorming ideas, we tried to ask the problem question from different aspects and
perspectives. This helps us consider more aspects of the product beyond its functionalities.
For instance, when we asked ourselves how can our product contribute to the environment

asides from being reusable, we realized that we can use packaging and marketing as an
educational platform to raise awareness for environmental issues.

Brainstorm different ways to frame the problem

●

An idea we found very insightful from Nigel Cross’s book is to design also for secondary
aspects of a product, such as cleaning. This got us to think about the aspects such as
unintentional issues (e.g. what if our persona leave our product in their bag without
cleaning, what if they forget to clean for a week, what if they have leftovers…)

●

Finally, both books highlight the idea that we should explore the problem just adequately,
then quickly move to the iteration stage. This helps us overcome analysis paralysis and
started making prototypes early in the process.

Below are the sketches of our ideas in the brainstorming stage.

We identified the features we like the most and moved to the prototype stage. Features we initially
liked were a small container/bag, cloth material, a zipper enclosure, and a parchment paper bag
that goes inside. As we prototyped, we also started research possible materials for our product.

4. Materials research
Asides from sketching ideas, we also researched and compared materials.

Materials
Plastic

Pros

Cons

Notes

-Non porous

-Becomes brittle if

-Best material to

-Light

not UV treated

make self watering

-Withstand weather

-Offers little

containers

if UV treated

insulation to

-Most outdoor

-Inexpensive to buy

extremes of

plastics (eg bins) are

-Easy to find in

temperature

UV treated, most

skips/scrounge in

-Can be aesthetically indoor plastics (eg

shops (eg buckets,

challenging

veg trays, recycling

storage boxes) are
not

buns)
Polystyrene

-very light

-Aesthetics

-Trays are good for

-Good insulator

-Limited range of

growing salads and

-Long lasting

sizes

other leafy crops.

-Trays available from -Potential fish whiff
fishmongers
Hard wood

-Long lasting

-Heavy

-Most durable wood

-Useful to make

-Time consuming to

is oak and sweet

window boxes “to

cut and make

chestnut

size”

-Expensive/ hard to

-Good insulator

fins in skips

-Can look good.
Soft wood

-Useful to make

-Rots quickly

-Line inside with

window boxes “to

-Heavy

plastic to enhance

size”

-Time consuming to

life

-Good insulator

cut and make

-Perserve if desired

-Can look good.

with linseed oil or

-Less expensive

Osmo wood

than hard wood/

protection oil

earsier to fins in

-Scaffold boards are

skips

heavy but great if
you can find them

Metal

-Strong and

-Prone to heating up

-Line with bubble

lightweight

in sun, drying soil

wrap to insutate or

-old olive and

and stressing roots

use out of full sun

-Unsightly

-Good alternative to

cooking oil drums
can be scrounged
from shops and
restaurants

Woven sacks and

-Strong, very light

bags

and easy to love

raised beds in

-Readily available to

temporary gardens

builders bags/ old
recycling bags
Unglazed terracotta

-Good insulator

-Porous-dries out

-Glazed terracotta

-Often aesthetically

faster in warm

has similar

pleasing

weather, and needs

properties except it

-Wide range of

more watering

shapes and sizes

-Cheaper terracotta

is not porous

often cracks after a
few yearsparticularly in frosts
-Relatively
expensive
Woven willow

-Attractive material

-requires time and

-Find a willow

to weave round

skill to use

weaving course

-Durable material

-Can get dirty

-Need some sort of

-Can be easily

quickly, so needs to

lining so it doesn’t

recycled at end of

be washed

need to constantly

sacks and other less
visually appealing
recycled objects
Canvas

life cycle as it’s only

be washed

made of cotton
-Easily accessible
-Easy to use

●

Waterproof:
○

Latex or Natural Rubber: elastic hydrocarbon polymer, popular for used in certain
types of clothing)

○

Gore-Tex: a fabric that is both waterproof and breathable,used in medical implants,
wire insulation and fabrics

○

Vinyl: synthetic compound material, a type of plastic derived from ethylene and
chlorine. Vinyl is usually waterproof, strong and durable and comes in a variety of
colors. About 57 percent of vinyl is salt, which is a renewable substance

○

Fluoropolymer Fabrics: Fabrics that are coated with fluoropolymers, which are
fluorinated plastics, are waterproof. The substance is resistant to heat and
chemicals, and provides insulation from electrical charges

●

Heat resistant:
○

Starlite, Mineral wool (eco-friendly)

○

Cellulose (Cellulose is made from recycled cardboard, paper, and other similar
materials and comes in loose form, eco-friendly as well)

●

Light: stainless steal, aluminium

After reviewing all of our options, we chose to go with the Canvas material as we felt that it was the
best option for the environment. Furthermore, we wanted to create disposable bags to go inside
and we felt this would do the trick. Adding on that note, it was a material that fit with what our
persona wanted as it was durable, lightweight, flexible, and not bulky at all. Although our persona
did not want anything to wash, by having the disposable bags inside, they would eliminate that
issue. Also, other product on the market only included a small cloth bag with no lining and with a
zipper enclosure. So we wanted make sure our product was different in a way by having a
disposable bag inside to protect the food, especially those with a little bit of liquid such as freshly
washed fruits. Lastly, the canvas material best coincided with our design criteria.

5. Iterations
We decided to use cloth material for our pouch. However, we struggled with finding what material
to make the disposable bags for the inside to protect the food. We got the idea of a parchment
paper bag as one of our team members had bought a Tim Hortons bagel in that material. We did
some research online and found out that regular parchment paper was recyclable and mildly
waterproof. Through the research we came across one brand of parchment paper which was more
waterproof and biodegradable, meaning it could go into the compost bin instead of the recycling
bin. We loved this concept because with the regular parchment paper, a large amount of energy
would be required to recycle the paper. Whereas with the biodegradable one, it would compost on
its own with food. So we decided to go forward with the biodegradable material. Next we needed to
decide how we wanted to size our pouches and how to enclose them. We knew we wanted to keep
them the same size as a ziplock bag but were unsure about the enclosing so we tried a couple of
different methods.

The first option showcased below features a drawstring bag with the parchment paper sticking out
the top. Our persona found that not only did this bag use far too much material than necessary, but
the closure was not leak proof. The process of tying and untying proved to been more time
consuming than anticipated, and was not a competitive match to the Ziplock bag.

The second tangible attempt at our product as illustrated below fixed the security and ease of the
closure, however the parchment paper bag was squished beneath the zipper and would often
catch upon opening and closing. Additionally, the parchment paper itself was not closed and there
was little way of prevented any spills on the inside of the bag.

Our third idea was that maybe the parchment paper bag didn't need an outer layer after all. We
took inspiration from self-sealing post envelopes and did some research into different glues and
closures implemented to make this technology work. We had to stop during this brainstorming
process and take a look back at our personas needs. The reason we stopped with this idea was

due to the fact that our persona is a commuting individual who likes to snack and open and reclose
her food packaging. For this reason, this single use, single seal pouch idea fell through.

Finally, we arrived at an idea that combines both the sustainability of being reusable and the
convenience of being disposable. The enclosure for this idea made sure the contents would stay
sealed and not move out of the parchment paper bag as it folded down.

Initially, we tried looking for food-safe glue to close the two sides of the parchment paper bags.
After searching in Staples, supermarkets, and different online stores, we could not found such glue
and decided to sew instead. After our professor gave us the idea of sewing the edges we went
back to work. By folding the edges two times and then sewing them down, we were able to enclose
the parchment paper bags and ensure the food inside does not leak.

6. Minimum Viable Product
The idea of how an MVP works is explained in class and through Eric Ries’s The Lean Startup
book. One of the ideas that was repeated in this was that we must learn what customers really
want, not what they say or think they should want. With this idea, we ensured to complete the MVP
a week before the launch date to have our personas use it on a daily basis to uncover any issues
that we might have missed. This is a different approach from previous prototypes, when we only
asked personas for feedback, not for trying the product.

While users tested the product, we started designing packaging and planning for the launch event.
Each product package includes:
●

A reusable pouch

●

A box of 10 pre-made parchment paper bags

Our personas were satisfied with the product.

Stage 3: Making and Selling
With a limited amount of time, we assigned a specific task to each person. Having clear task
assignment allowed us to work individually. Before the launch date, we had one more meeting to
finalize the product packaging.

Our “assembly line”

Finding creative ways to ensure the logo looks consistent in all packaging

From draft to refined package drawing. We chose to do hand-drawn all packaging instead of
printing despite longer time to create

Sewing 60 parchment paper bags

Logo tags to make the products look brand new

Final meeting to finalize the product packaging

And ta-da, our final product after hours of hard work!

We also discussed how to organize our table on the launch event. One of the debates that came
up was about whether or not to print posters and logo. On one hand, this could make our table
stands out more and reinforce our brand. On the other hand, it would be a waste as we would
eventually throw away these papers. Finally, we decided not to print any marketing materials.

Another similar problem we had was with tablecloth. Since it was hard for us to find a tablecloth
that matches our brand color, we planned to buy a new plastic tablecloth from Dollar Store.
However, we realized that this would also be a waste and decided that we would rather not having
a table cloth. Fortunately, we were able to borrow one for the event day.

Sketching ideas about display on the launch event

Product display on the launch event with no waste

Selling product to a customer at the Product Launch

Most of our personas could not make it to the Product Launch due to time conflict. However, we
were still able to sell all of our products. More importantly, through the event, we refined our
product pitch and got feedback from the audiences. For instance, SFU’s professor Simon Ford
advised us to take the product to cafés and small stores if we want to sell the product beyond the
class context. He also informed us to perhaps start a kickstarter but after further discussion
realized the risk of someone taking our very simple idea.

Our product made it to the Hubbub event and was placed third.

Our certificate for placing third at Hubbub

